
Figure 1

Module Kits 1933668–[ ], 1933671–[ ] (shown in
Figure 1) and 1933674–[ ] are designed to house and
protect connections for copper and fiber optic
applications. The module kits accept any combination
of AMP–TWIST    modular jacks, SL series modular
jacks, copper and fiber optic multi–media inserts, and
LC and MT–RJ outlet jacks.

All module kits can be mounted to a flat surface; the
4– and 6–port module kits will also fit standard single–
and double–gang NEMA electrical boxes and face
plates having a hole spacing of 120.6 [4.75].

To obtain information on AMP NETCONNECT
products, contact CommScope, Inc. 

Each module kit consists of a module base with 
2 self–tapping mounting screws, a cover with a
mounting screw, adhesive foam tape, an identification
label and label cover, and cable ties.

The module base features a through–wall cable
entrance, raceway cable entrances with cable tie
downs, and fiber optic cable guides to facilitate cable
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management. The module base provides 3 mounting
options: holes that accept the self–tapping screws,
adhesive foam tape—both for mounting to a flat
surface, and magnet holders that accept magnets
(available separately) for mounting to a ferromagnetic
surface.

The cover features embossed port identification
numbers, icon holder for each port, and a label
holder. The cover has break–outs on the sides and
back that accommodate commercial raceways (not
included).

1. Remove the protective adhesive paper from one
side of the foam tape, and place the foam tape on
the bottom of the module base. Recommended
location is shown in Figure 2.

2. Remove the protective adhesive paper from the
foam tape, and place the module on a flat surface.
Press the module to secure the foam tape.

1. Position the module base on the flat surface at
the desired location. Mark holes on the surface
using the mounting holes of the module base, then
remove the module base. Refer to Figure 3.

2. Drill the holes into the surface. If required, install
screw mounting anchors (customer supplied).

3. Align the mounting holes of the module base
with the drilled holes or mounting anchors. Install
the self–tapping screws, then tighten them until the
module base is flat against the surface.

1. Slide a magnet under each magnet holder on
the top of the module base as shown in Figure 4.

2. Place the module onto a flat ferromagnetic
surface.

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4
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1. Align the module base mounting holes with the
screw holes in the electrical box or mounting base.

2. Thread, then hand–tighten screws (customer
supplied) until the module base is secure to the
electrical box or mounting base.

1. Route the cable(s) through the through–wall
cable entrance and/or raceway cable entrance of
the module base (shown in Figure 1), and
terminate the jacks or multi–media inserts to the
cable according to the instructions packaged with
the product.
For fiber optic applications, route the cable through
the fiber optic cable guides.

2. Coil excess cable around the inside of the
module base. Retaining walls of the fiber optic
guides can be deflected outward to assist in
dressing the cable.

3. From the inside of the module base, align the
jack or multi–media insert with the appropriate port
of the modular base. Make sure that the movable
latch is facing UP (away from modular base).
Insert the jack or multi–media insert, at a slight
angle, into the port then rotate it upwards until the
movable latch snaps into place. Repeat this step
for the remaining jacks or multi–media inserts.
Refer to Figure 5.

4. Using the cable ties, secure the cable to the
cable tie–downs.

1. If using raceway(s), proceed as follows:
a. Use a sharp instrument to scribe the
appropriate break–out(s) of the cover, then
remove the break–out(s). Refer to Figure 6.
b. Install an appropriate–sized raceway(s)
(customer supplied) onto the break–out(s)
according to manufacturer recommendations.

Figure 5

Figure 6
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2. Align the opening of the cover with the ports of
the module base, and push the cover onto the
module base until all of the locks engage and the
bottom of the cover is against the mounting
surface. See Figure 7, Detail A.
3. Thread the cover screw into the hole in the top
of the cover; tighten the screw until it is snug and
the head of the screw is below the surface of the
label holder. See Figure 7, Detail B.
4. If desired, write on the identification label, then
lay the label into the label holder, and install the
cover onto the label holder.

Figure 7

5. If desired, install icons into the icon holders for
port identification.

1. Remove the label cover and label from the label
holder of the cover.

2. Remove the cover screw from the top of the
cover.

3. Insert the tip of a small flat instrument into either
slot located on the sides of the cover, and twist the
instrument until the cover disengages. Do the
same with the other slot. Then, lift the cover off of
the module base.

Figure 8

1. Place the tip of a small screwdriver under the
movable latch of the jack or multi–media insert,
then pry the tip downward slightly until the latch
partially disengages.

2. Rotate the jack or multi–media insert away from
the port until the latch is fully disengaged; then
remove the jack or multi–media from the port.

DO NOT use any defective or damaged components.
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